GENERAL PRACTICE IN CRISIS?
Supporting Sheffield GPs: National & Local Solutions

THURSDAY 10 MARCH 2016
7 pm prompt
(Light refreshments available from 6.15 pm)

The Megacentre, Bernard Road, Sheffield S2 5BQ
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/The+Megacentre,+Bernard+Rd,+Sheffield,+South+Yorkshire+S2+5BQ,+United+Kingdom/@53.3856232,-1.4504205,16z/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x4879780b7b35c617:0x919814bfe206e0f7?hl=en

Further to the LMC Newsflash issued on 4 February 2016, please find below further information about this event, which has been organised for Sheffield GPs, GP Trainees and Practice Managers.

The following speakers have been confirmed:

- Dr Richard Vautrey, Deputy Chair of the General Practitioners Committee (GPC);
- Dr Mark Durling, Chair, Sheffield LMC;
- Dr Tim Moorhead, Chair, Sheffield Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).

We hope to cover a broad range of topics, including feedback from the Special Conference of LMCs, new models of care, practice federations/networks, building resilience and managing workload.

Most importantly, we want to hear from you, our constituents. Therefore, there will be a Q&A session, with a panel comprising of GPC, LMC and CCG representatives. An invitation has also been extended to Primary Care Sheffield (PCS).

The Q&A session will be your chance to debate workload and workforce issues with your national and local representative bodies; looking at ways that general practice can be supported and strengthened. As well as being able to question the speakers on the night regarding their presentations, we would like to give you the opportunity to submit questions in advance, in order to ensure that we cover the topics you want to hear about. If you have a question, a proposal, or some insight or information that you would like to share, please submit this to the LMC office via administrator@sheffieldlmc.org.uk - your input is very much appreciated.

As stated previously, places are limited. Therefore, if you have not already done so, please register to attend via administrator@sheffieldlmc.org.uk confirming your full name, practice address (if applicable) and number of places you wish to reserve.

Thank you.